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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
AT
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1998
(202) 616-2771
WWW.USDOJ.GOV TDD
(202) 514-1888
JUSTICE DEPARTMENT FILES SUIT TO BLOCK NORTHWEST AIRLINES'
TAKEOVER OF CONTINENTAL AIRLINES
Higher Prices and Loss of Competition for Millions of Passengers Alleged
WASHINGTON, D.C. -- The Department of Justice filed a civil antitrust suit today to block
Northwest Airlines from buying a controlling stake in Continental Airlines. Northwest and
Continental are the fourth and fifth largest U.S. airlines, respectively, and compete to
provide air transportation services on thousands of routes across the country.
The Department said the proposed acquisition would allow Northwest to acquire voting
control over Continental, as well as share in Continental's profits, diminishing
substantially both Northwest and Continental's incentives to compete against each other.
"Affordable, quality air transportation is critical to consumers both in their personal
lives and in their businesses," said Joel I. Klein, Assistant Attorney General in charge
of the Antitrust Division. "This acquisition would lead to higher ticket prices and worse
service for the over four million passengers traveling on the routes dominated by the two
airlines."
In its complaint, filed in U.S. District Court in Detroit, the Department said Northwest
and Continental are each other's most significant competitors -- if not only competitors
-- for nonstop airline service between the cities where they operate their hubs. Northwest
operates hubs at Detroit, Memphis, and Minneapolis. Continental operates hubs at
Cleveland, Houston and Newark. The two airlines also have a dominant share of the traffic
on connecting flights between numerous cities. Millions of passengers spend more than $350
million each year traveling between these cities.
According to the complaint, Northwest plans to acquire stock from financier David
Bonderman and his partners. That stock represents 14 percent of Continental's equity but
51 percent of its voting rightsvoting control. Under a related agreement with Continental,
Northwest promises to place its stock in a "voting trust" for six years. The complaint
alleges that the voting trust does not prevent the harm likely to result from the
acquisition.
"Anticompetitive acquisitions cannot be cured by long-term voting trusts or other
artificial legal devices that leave one competitor in the hands of another," added Klein.
"If owned by Northwest, Continental would be less likely to pursue competitive strategies
that benefit consumers but would be adverse to Northwest. Consumers deserve the vigorous
competition that comes from truly independent competitors."
Northwest and Continental also plan to form an "alliance" to jointly market their
-domestic service. The Department said it has competitive concerns about certain specific
aspects of the proposed alliance, which is a separate agreement from the equity
acquisition, and that its investigation of those aspects of the alliance continues.
Northwest is a Minnesota corporation, headquartered in St. Paul, with 1997 revenues of
$10.2 billion. Continental is a Delaware corporation headquartered in Houston, Texas, with
1997 revenues of $7.1 billion. ###
98-501
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN
SOUTHERN DIVISION

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Plaintiff,
v.
NORTHWEST AIRLINES CORPORATION
and
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES, INC.,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action No.: 98-74611

AMENDED COMPLAINT
The United States of America, plaintiff, acting under the direction of the Attorney
General, brings this civil action to obtain equitable and other relief, including an order directing
defendant Northwest Airlines Corporation (“Northwest”) to divest the majority voting interest it
has acquired in its competitor, defendant Continental Airlines, Inc. (“Continental”), and
adjudicating the agreements pursuant to which Northwest acquired that voting interest to be
unlawful under the antitrust laws.
Plaintiff filed its complaint in this action on October 23, 1998, at which time Northwest
had not yet acquired a voting interest in Continental. Subsequent to the filing of the complaint,
Northwest modified the terms of the final agreements relating to the acquisition -- purportedly to
“obviate” the harm to competition alleged by plaintiff in its complaint -- and proceeded to
acquire a majority voting interest in Continental. The modifications do not remedy the
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anticompetitive effects of the acquisition, and plaintiff therefore files this Amended Complaint,
alleging as follows:
1.

Northwest is the fourth largest airline in the United States, and Continental is the

fifth largest. Both are financially sound, profitable airlines.
2.

Northwest and Continental compete on price and service in thousands of routes

throughout the United States. They compete for passengers by offering, among other things,
promotional fares for leisure travel, frequent flyer rewards, passenger upgrades, airport and inflight amenities, and volume discounts to businesses and other organizations. They compete
against each other in additional areas as well, such as on-time performance, ticketing procedures,
schedules, and customer service.
3.

Northwest and Continental are each other’s most significant competitor for airline

passenger service on seven densely traveled routes between cities where they operate their hubs - Detroit, Memphis, and Minneapolis for Northwest; and Cleveland, Houston, and Newark for
Continental. Over 3.6 million passengers travel these seven “hub-to-hub” routes each year,
generating nearly $375 million in passenger revenues. Northwest and Continental are also direct
competitors for airline travel between thousands of other cities, and are each other’s most
important competitor in a significant number of markets they serve on a connecting basis.
4.

Northwest has acquired voting control over Continental, as well as a share in

Continental's profits. The acquisition diminishes substantially both Northwest's and
Continental's incentives to compete against each other on the seven existing hub-to-hub routes,
as well as on other routes. Further, it will deter Continental from offering new service in
competition with Northwest, such as expansion by Continental of its Cleveland hub.
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5.

Thus, as a result of Northwest’s acquisition of voting control of Continental,

consumers likely will pay higher prices and receive lower quality service for scheduled airline
passenger service in the markets dominated by Northwest and Continental, and lose the benefit
of new, competitive entry by Continental against Northwest.

I.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
6.

This action is instituted pursuant to Section 15 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15

U.S.C. § 25, and Section 4 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. § 4, to prevent and restrain violations
of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. § 18, and Section 1 of the Sherman Act,
15 U.S.C. § 1.
7.

A substantial portion of each defendant’s revenues is derived from the sale and

provision of scheduled airline passenger service between different states. The defendants are
engaged in interstate commerce and in activities that substantially affect interstate commerce.
The Court has jurisdiction over this action and over the defendants pursuant to Section 12 of the
Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. § 22, and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1337.
8.

Venue is proper in this district with respect to the defendants under 15 U.S.C. §

22 and 28 U.S.C. § 1391(c), in that each of them is a corporation that transacts business and is
found in the Eastern District of Michigan.
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II.
DEFENDANTS
9.

Defendant Northwest is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of

Delaware, with its principal offices in St. Paul, Minnesota. Northwest is the fourth largest airline
in the United States, reporting total revenues of $10.2 billion in 1997.
10.

Defendant Continental is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of

Delaware, with its principal offices in Houston, Texas. Continental is the fifth largest passenger
airline in the United States, with total revenues of $7.1 billion in 1997.

III.
THE ACQUISITION AND RELATED AGREEMENTS
11.

On January 25, 1998, Northwest entered into an agreement with Air Partners, L.P.

(“Air Partners”) and certain of its affiliates for the purpose of acquiring over fifty percent of the
voting power over Continental (the “Investment Agreement”). On March 2, 1998, Northwest
entered into an agreement with Barlow Investors III, LLC to purchase approximately 5 percent
of the voting power over Continental (the “Barlow Purchase Agreement”) to ensure Northwest
would own over 50 percent of the fully diluted voting power over Continental.
12.

Northwest and Air Partners amended the Investment Agreement on March 2,

1998, April 24, 1998 and November 20, 1998. Pursuant to the November 20, 1998 amendment,
the percentage of voting power Northwest was to acquire from Air Partners was reduced to about
46 percent. Notwithstanding the November 20, 1998 amendment to the Investment Agreement,
the Barlow Purchase Agreement ensured that Northwest would own more than 50 percent of the
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fully diluted voting power over Continental. Northwest consummated the Investment
Agreement and the Barlow Purchase Agreement on November 20, 1998.
13.

Under both the Investment Agreement and the Barlow Purchase Agreement,

Northwest bargained for and obtained Continental Class A Shares, which carry super-voting
rights.
14.

As Class A stock, the shares purchased by Northwest from Air Partners and

Barlow represent about 14 percent and 1 percent, respectively, of the total outstanding equity of
Continental, but carry 46 percent and 5 percent, respectively, of the voting power over
Continental.
15.

Between entering the Investment Agreement on January 25, 1998, and the closing

of the Investment and Barlow Purchase Agreements on November 20, 1998, Northwest,
Continental and Air Partners entered into various agreements and adopted various plans that
purport to govern how Northwest will exercise its voting control over Continental during the
next ten years. These agreements and plans include the Governance Agreement (and its
amendments), the Supplemental Agreement, the Voting Trust Agreement, and a shareholders’
rights agreement (hereinafter collectively referred to as the “Governance Agreements”).
16.

Notwithstanding the Governance Agreements, Northwest now owns, and will

continue to own, voting control of Continental. The Governance Agreements allow Northwest to
retain at all times an ability to influence Continental’s management decisions -- such as through
discussions with Continental directors, officers and employees, comments about Continental’s
performance or management, or merely the ownership of Continental stock -- and eventually to
exercise full control over Continental.
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17.

The Governance Agreements do not divest Northwest of ownership of its

Continental stock. Rather, they merely impose certain restrictions on Northwest’s exercise of its
voting control during the first six years of its ownership of Continental and different, less
restrictive, limitations on that exercise of voting control during years seven through ten.
Northwest and Continental can agree privately at any time to eliminate any or all of these
restrictions; in any event, all contractual limitations on Northwest’s exercise of control over
Continental expire no later than the tenth anniversary of the acquisition.
18.

Under the Governance Agreements, Northwest retains its ownership of over 50

percent of the voting power over Continental and significant rights in and influence over
Continental during the first six years of its ownership of Continental, including inter alia:
a.

Northwest is free to direct the voting power of all its stock on key
decisions that affect the future competitiveness of Continental, including
major stock issuances, mergers, reorganizations, share exchanges,
consolidations, or business combinations of Continental, as well as the
sale of all or substantially all of Continental assets to any other company;

b.

No other shareholder can acquire voting control of Continental without the
acquiescence of Northwest;

c.

In contested elections for the board of directors of Continental, Northwest
can direct the vote of its controlling shares in support of the incumbent
board’s recommendations;

d.

In all elections for the board of directors of Continental, Northwest can
register a public vote of no confidence in Continental management by
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directing its vote against certain directors, including Continental managers
seeking election or re-election to the board;
e.

In addition to the approximately 51 percent of the voting power of
Continental it owns, Northwest has the right to direct the vote of certain
additional shares owned by 1998 CAI Partners, L.P. (“CAIP”). The CAIP
shares represent approximately 5 percent of the voting power over
Continental. The CAIP shares must be voted as directed by Northwest on
key matters such as mergers and changes to Continental’s by-laws.
Northwest also can direct that the CAIP shares be voted as recommended
by Continental’s board in the election of directors, if that is how
Northwest chooses to vote its own shares.

19.

In addition to the rights that it retains during the first six years of its ownership of

voting control over Continental, Northwest obtains even greater rights and influence under the
Governance Agreements during years seven through ten of its ownership:
a.

Northwest can vote 20 percent of the voting power of Continental on any
issue presented to shareholders, including executive compensation;

b.

Northwest can nominate, solicit support for, and vote for its own
representatives to serve on Continental’s board of directors.

20.

When the Governance Agreements expire, Northwest can fully exercise its voting

control over Continental.
21.

As a result of the Investment Agreement, the former owners of Air Partners hold

voting shares of Northwest. The Investment Agreement grants these former Air Partners owners,
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through Coulco, Inc., the right to designate one individual to sit on the board of Northwest.
Coulco is owned by James Coulter who, together with David Bonderman, controlled the general
partner in Air Partners. The Investment Agreement requires that the Coulco designee be
acceptable to Northwest, and the agreement identifies James Coulter and William S. Price as
acceptable designees.
22.

The Investment Agreement is likely to create interlocking directors on the boards

of directors of Northwest and Continental. William S. Price currently sits on the Continental
board, and if he is elected to the Northwest board, the two airlines will have a common director.
In addition to Price, three other individuals formerly affiliated with Air Partners currently sit on
the Continental board: David Bonderman, Thomas Barrack, and Donald Sturm. Former Air
Partners owners retain through CAIP about 5 percent of the voting power of Continental. If
Coulter, Price, or any other person formerly affiliated with Air Partners is designated to the
Northwest board, the former Air Partners owners will have representatives on the boards of both
Northwest and Continental.
23.

Northwest and Continental also have entered into an alliance agreement (the

“Alliance Agreement”), which provides for system-wide joint marketing of the two carriers’
services. Consummation of the Alliance Agreement is not contingent upon consummation of the
Investment Agreement. Although such alliance agreements between airlines have become
common in recent years, it is uncommon for such alliances to be accompanied by substantial
equity ownership. Few, if any, have involved a majority interest. Both Northwest and
Continental have alliances with other domestic and foreign carriers, but none involves voting
control by one partner of the other.
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IV.
THE RELEVANT MARKETS
24.

For the vast majority of passengers who wish to travel between various origin and

destination (“O&D”) airports or cities in the United States, there is no other mode of
transportation they would substitute for scheduled airline passenger service in response to a
significant fare increase for scheduled airline passenger service. Scheduled airline passenger
service, therefore, constitutes a line of commerce and a relevant product market within the
meaning of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, and within the meaning of Section 1 of the Sherman
Act.
25.

Few passengers currently flying nonstop between specific O&D airports or cities

in the United States would substitute connecting service (i.e., flights with one or more stops en
route) for nonstop service in response to a significant fare increase for nonstop scheduled airline
passenger service. Nonstop scheduled airline passenger service, therefore, constitutes a line of
commerce and a relevant product market within the meaning of Section 7 of the Clayton Act,
and within the meaning of Section 1 of the Sherman Act.
26.

With respect to both scheduled airline passenger service and nonstop scheduled

airline passenger service, few passengers who wish to fly between specific O&D airports or
cities in the United States would switch to flights between other airports or cities in response to a
significant fare increase. Specific O&D airports or cities (“city pairs”), therefore, constitute a
section of the country and a relevant geographic market with the meaning of Section 7 of the
Clayton Act, and within the meaning of Section 1 of the Sherman Act.
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V.
CONCENTRATION AND ENTRY
27.

Northwest and Continental are among the ten largest airlines in the world. Within

the United States, Northwest and Continental compete for passengers in thousands of city-pair
markets.
28.

Northwest operates hubs at airports in Detroit, Michigan; Minneapolis/St. Paul,

Minnesota; and Memphis, Tennessee.
29.

Continental operates hubs at airports in Newark, New Jersey; Cleveland, Ohio;

and Houston, Texas.
30.

Under the “hub and spoke” system, an airline concentrates passengers from many

points at the “hub” location and then provides nonstop service from the hub airport to a large
number of destinations (the “spokes”). The hub and spoke system allows a carrier to serve more
city pairs with more frequencies than would be profitable without the use of a hub.
31.

In seven hub-to-hub city pair markets, Northwest and Continental together

dominate the market for nonstop service and for all scheduled airline passenger service. These
markets are Detroit-Cleveland, Detroit-New York (including Newark), Detroit-Houston,
Cleveland-Minneapolis, Minneapolis-New York (including Newark), Houston-Minneapolis, and
Houston-Memphis. Northwest and Continental’s market shares for nonstop flights in each of the
seven markets are:
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Northwest/Continental Hub-to-Hub Nonstop Shares

Route

32.

NW Share
of Nonstop
Flights

CO Share of
Nonstop
Flights

Combined
NW & CO
Share of
Nonstop
Flights

Detroit-Cleveland

52%

41%

93%

Detroit-New York

69%

14%

83%

Detroit-Houston

36%

64%

100%

Cleveland-Minneapolis

53%

47%

100%

Minneapolis-New York

80%

20%

100%

Houston-Minneapolis

42%

58%

100%

Houston-Memphis

39%

61%

100%

In two other hub-to-hub routes, Memphis-Newark and Cleveland-Memphis,

Northwest currently has a nonstop monopoly. As the only airline with hubs in Newark and
Cleveland, Continental is the most likely potential entrant to challenge Northwest’s nonstop
monopoly. After plaintiff’s complaint was filed, Continental announced it would begin nonstop
service on the Memphis-Newark route beginning in February 1999.
33.

In total, nearly four million passengers travel in these nine hub-to-hub city pairs

annually, generating revenues of nearly $400 million per year.
34.

Effective new entry for the provision of nonstop service in the hub-to-hub

markets is unlikely by any carrier without a hub at one of the endpoints of the city pair. A hub
carrier, such as Northwest or Continental, has significant cost advantages over a non-hub carrier
attempting to offer service originating at the hub airport. Building a competing hub in the same
city would require considerable time and investment, and is not likely to occur in response to
fare increases in the hub-to-hub markets at issue here.
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35.

Other factors impede new entry, including difficulty in obtaining access to gate

facilities; the effects of travel agent incentive programs offered by dominant incumbents;
frequent flyer programs; and the risk of aggressive responses to new entry by the dominant
incumbent carrier serving a particular market.
36.

In addition to the hub-to-hub routes where Northwest and Continental share a

virtual duopoly, Northwest and Continental have a large share of the passengers traveling on
connecting flights in numerous city pair markets. Because of the light traffic on these routes and
the short flights to the Northwest or Continental hubs, carriers with more distant hubs are
unlikely to initiate or expand competitive service to these destinations through their own hubs in
response to significant fare increases.

VI.
ANTICOMPETITIVE EFFECTS
37.

Northwest’s ownership of a controlling interest in Continental will reduce

Continental’s incentive to compete aggressively against Northwest. Furthermore, Northwest’s
more than fourteen percent equity stake in Continental’s profits, plus its ability to merge in the
future with Continental, will reduce Northwest’s incentive to compete aggressively against
Continental.
38.

Northwest’s ownership of a controlling interest in Continental will diminish

actual competition in seven hub-to-hub markets and numerous other markets that already are
concentrated. It also will diminish the potential for nonstop competition for Memphis-Cleveland
and Memphis-Newark, as well as potential competition in other markets for which Northwest
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and Continental are among the few likely future providers of scheduled airline passenger service.
As a result, fares likely will increase and service likely will decrease in these city pairs.
39.

Northwest’s ownership of a controlling interest in Continental also will reduce the

likelihood that Continental will initiate nonstop service from its hubs, such as Cleveland, to
cities already served by Northwest through its hubs, such as Detroit.
40.

The Governance Agreements do not prevent the harm likely to result from

Northwest’s ownership of a controlling interest in Continental. First, no privately negotiated
agreement can alter the fact that Northwest retains ownership of its Continental stock, and
Continental will not compete vigorously with its owner during the terms of the Governance
Agreements. Second, even under the Governance Agreements, Northwest (a) may engage in
“discussions with directors, officers and employees” of Continental; (b) retains direct control
over key Continental strategic decisions at all times; and (c) retains significant influence over
Continental’s board of directors and management.
41.

Northwest’s ability to exercise the direct control attendant to its ownership

interests increases in years seven through ten following the acquisition, even if the Governance
Agreements remain in place. Those agreements may expire earlier by their own terms and, like
all agreements between two parties, the Governance Agreements can be amended or revoked at
any time by the parties -- Continental and its competitor and new owner, Northwest.
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VII.
VIOLATIONS ALLEGED
42.

The effect of Northwest’s ownership of voting power over Continental may be

substantially to lessen competition in interstate trade and commerce in violation of Section 7 of
the Clayton Act, and to unreasonably restrain trade in violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act
in the following ways, among others:
a.

Actual and potential competition between Northwest and Continental for
nonstop scheduled airline passenger service in the hub-to-hub markets will
be reduced or eliminated;

b.

Actual and potential competition between Northwest and Continental for
scheduled airline passenger service in city-pair markets where Northwest
and Continental are dominant providers of connecting service will be
reduced or eliminated;

c.

Competition generally in numerous city-pair markets for scheduled airline
passenger service may be lessened substantially;

d.

Coordinated pricing activity between providers of scheduled airline
passenger service likely will be facilitated; and

e.

Prices for scheduled airline passenger service in numerous concentrated
city-pair markets in the United States are likely to increase.
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IX.
REQUEST FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays:
1.

That a permanent injunction be issued preventing and restraining defendant

Northwest and all persons acting on its behalf from owning or holding voting stock in
Continental, or any of Continental’s affiliates or subsidiaries, and directing that Northwest divest
promptly all voting stock in Continental on such terms and conditions as may be agreed to by
plaintiff and the Court;
2.

That the Investment Agreement between Northwest and Air Partners and the

Barlow Purchase Agreement between Northwest and Barlow be adjudged to be in violation of
Section 7 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. § 18, and Section 1 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1;
3.

That plaintiff have such other and further relief as the nature of this case may

require and as is just and proper, including modifications to the Governance Agreements
between Northwest, Continental and Air Partners as appropriate; and
4.

That Plaintiff recover the costs of this action.

DATED this 18th day of December 1998.

“/s/”
JOEL I. KLEIN
Assistant Attorney General

“/s/”
CONSTANCE K. ROBINSON
Director of Operations and Merger
Enforcement

“/s/”
JOHN M. NANNES
Deputy Assistant Attorney General
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“/s/”
SAUL A. GREEN
United States Attorney

“/s/”
ROGER W. FONES
Chief, Transportation, Energy and
Agriculture Section

“/s/”
JULIA C. PIDGEON
Assistant United States Attorney
Pa. Atty. Lic. 37949
211 W. Fort Street, Suite 2001
Detroit, Michigan 48226
(313) 226-9772

“/s/”
DONNA N. KOOPERSTEIN
Assistant Chief, Transportation, Energy
and Agriculture Section

“/s/”
JILL PTACEK
MICHAEL BILLIEL
JOHN READ
DOROTHY FOUNTAIN
TRACEY CHAMBERS
SALVATORE MASSA
Attorneys
United States Department of Justice
Antitrust Division
Transportation, Energy and
Agriculture Section
325 Th Street, N.W., Suite 500
Washington, D.C. 20530
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HOUSTON, MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL, Minn., Nov. 6 /PRNewswire/ -- Continental Airlines (NYSE:
CAL and CAL.A) and Northwest Airlines (Nasdaq: NWAC) today announced that the two airlines have
reached an agreement in principle regarding the sale to Continental of its common stock held by Northwest
Airlines. The two airlines, which are defendants in an ongoing suit brought by the U.S. Department of Justice
concerning the 1998 stock purchase, plan to jointly petition U.S. District Court Judge Denise Page Hood for a
seven day delay in the court proceeding to allow the two airlines to conclude definitive agreements. A final
agreement is subject to the approval of the boards of Northwest and Continental, the Department of Justice
and certain third parties.
The repurchase of Northwest's interest in Continental will be part of a recapitalization of Continental,
whereby each outstanding share of Continental Class A common stock will be reclassified into 1.32 shares of
Continental Class B common stock. In connection with the transaction, Continental will repurchase from
Northwest approximately 6.69 million Continental Class A shares for $450 million in cash, and Northwest
will retain approximately 2.6 million shares of Continental Class B common stock after the recapitalization.
The alliance agreement between Continental and Northwest will be amended and its term extended through
2025, and in connection with that amendment, Continental will issue to Northwest a special series of preferred
stock. That preferred stock will give Northwest the right to block certain business combinations and similar
change of control transactions involving Continental and a third party major air carrier during the term of the
alliance agreement, subject to redemption by Continental of the preferred stock upon certain events, including
upon a change of control of Northwest. The current governance agreements between Northwest and
Continental that contain the restrictions on Northwest's rights to vote its Continental Class A common stock
will be terminated in connection with the transactions. As part of the transactions, Continental has obtained a
waiver of a right of first offer with respect to the Continental shares owned by Northwest, conditional on the
closing of the transactions.
The parties anticipate that the transactions contemplated by their agreement in principle will close
approximately two months after the parties sign definitive agreements, which they anticipate executing within
one week of today's announcement. The transactions are expected to be subject to certain conditions,
including the settlement of the current litigation by the United States against Northwest and Continental
relating to Northwest's ownership interest in Continental.
"Continental has always valued Northwest as a strong alliance partner," said Continental Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer Gordon Bethune. "Putting this divisive issue behind us will allow both parties to focus their
energies on an alliance that benefits consumers, shareholders and our employees for many years to come."
"Our two objectives regarding Continental have always been to build a successful alliance and to insure the
independence of Continental," said John Dasburg, Northwest president and CEO. "We believe we have a
means to accomplish those two goals, while at the same time recouping our investment. The issues that bring
Northwest and Continental together are far stronger and more compelling than those that divided us on this
issue. We have a great partner in Continental and because of that our alliance is good for consumers, good for
competition and good for the industry."
Mr. Bethune and Mr. Dasburg expressed their gratitude to Judge Hood for her efforts to resolve this litigation.
Safe Harbor
Statements in this news release, which are not purely historical facts, including statements regarding our
beliefs, expectations, intentions or strategies for the future, may be "forward-looking statements" under the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. All forward-looking statements involve a number of risks
and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from the plans, intentions and expectations
reflected in or suggested by the forward-looking statements. Information with respect to the factors and events
that could cause these differences is contained in the Companies' Securities and Exchange Commission
filings, including the Companies' Annual Report or Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 1999. We
undertake no obligation to update any forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances that may
arise after the date of this release. SOURCE Continental Airlines, Inc.; Northwest Airlines
CONTACT: Corporate Communications of Continental Airlines, 713-324-5080; or Corporate
Communications of Northwest Airlines, 612-727-4284/
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 2000
WWW.USDOJ.GOV

AT
(202) 514-2007
TDD (202) 514-1888

DEPARTMENT ANNOUNCES TENTATIVE SETTLEMENT
IN NORTHWEST-CONTINENTAL LAWSUIT
Agreement Would Require Northwest to Divest Controlling Interest in Continental
WASHINGTON, D.C. – Acting Assistant Attorney General A. Douglas Melamed, in
charge of the Department’s Antitrust Division, issued the following statement after Northwest
Airlines Corp. and Continental Airlines Inc. signed an agreement in principle requiring Northwest
to sell its controlling interest in Continental:
“The agreement is a victory for consumers, who will benefit from lower fares and
better airline service. This is the result we have sought all along. It will ensure that
Northwest and Continental remain independent competitors.”
Trial of the Department’s lawsuit challenging Northwest’s acquisition of a controlling
interest in Continental’s stock began on November 1, 2000, before Judge Denise Page Hood in
U.S. District Court in Detroit. In light of the carriers’ agreement, the Department is joining with
the defendants to request Judge Hood to postpone resumption of the trial until November 14, so
that the carriers and the Department can prepare the necessary documents and court filings.
Settlement of the lawsuit is contingent upon the Department’s approval of the defendants’ formal
agreement documents, and must be approved by the Court.
Northwest acquired stock representing more than 50 percent of the voting interest in
Continental in 1998 and entered into a separate marketing alliance at the same time. The
Department filed a lawsuit in October 1998, alleging that the stock acquisition would harm
consumers in various markets in which the two carriers compete. From the outset of the case, the
Department sought divestiture by Northwest of its Continental stock. Under the terms of the
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-2agreement in principle, Northwest would divest all but seven percent of the voting interest in
Continental and would be subject to significant restrictions upon its ability to vote any stock it
retains. The carriers have extended the term of their marketing alliance, during which no other
major airline may merge with or otherwise acquire control of Continental without Northwest’s
consent.
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HOUSTON, MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL, Minn., Nov. 16 /PRNewswire/ -- Continental Airlines (NYSE:
CAL and CAL.A) and Northwest Airlines (Nasdaq: NWAC) today announced that the two airlines have
executed definitive agreements regarding the sale to Continental of its common stock held by Northwest
Airlines, and an extension of their alliance agreement through 2025. The boards of both airlines approved the
agreements prior to their execution.
In connection with the transaction, Continental will repurchase from Northwest approximately 6.7 million
Continental Class A shares for $450 million in cash. Under the terms of the agreements, the repurchase of a
portion of Northwest's interest in Continental will occur immediately prior to a recapitalization of Continental,
whereby each remaining outstanding share of Continental Class A common stock will be reclassified into 1.32
shares of Continental Class B common stock. After the recapitalization, Northwest will retain approximately
2.6 million shares of Continental Class B common stock, which is expected to constitute less than 5% of
Continental's then outstanding common stock.
The agreements signed today also amend the alliance agreement between Continental and Northwest to
extend its term through 2025, and to provide for termination rights upon certain change of control transactions
involving the carriers and third party major air carriers. Continental also has agreed to issue to Northwest a
special series of preferred stock. That preferred stock will give Northwest the right to block certain business
combinations and similar change of control transactions involving Continental and a third party major air
carrier during the term of the alliance agreement, subject to redemption by Continental of the preferred stock
upon certain events, including upon a change of control of Northwest involving a third party major air carrier.
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The parties anticipate that the transactions contemplated by their agreements will close in approximately two
months, after a special stockholders meeting of Continental is held. The parties plan to ask U.S. Federal
District Court Judge Denise Page Hood today to adjourn the current litigation by the United States against
Northwest and Continental pending closing of the transactions, and then to dismiss that litigation without
prejudice upon closing of the transactions.
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"We are delighted to have reached final agreement with Northwest on these issues," said Continental
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer Gordon Bethune. "We will continue to build and strengthen our
alliance with Northwest in order to compete more effectively with the major networks of our larger
competitors."
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"This agreement serves our two objectives to build a successful alliance with Continental and to insure our
partner's long-term independence," said John Dasburg, Northwest president and CEO. "We believe our
customers will benefit from a fourth strong U.S. airline network that provides superior customer service and a
network that takes them where they want to go."
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Statements in this news release which are not purely historical facts, including statements regarding our
beliefs, expectations, intentions or strategies for the future, may be "forward-looking statements" under the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. All forward-looking statements involve a number of risks
and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from the plans, intentions and expectations
reflected in or suggested by the forward-looking statements. Information with respect to the factors and events
that could cause these differences is contained in the Companies' respective Securities and Exchange
Commission filings, including the Companies' respective Annual Reports on Form 10-K for the year ended
December 31, 1999. We undertake no obligation to update any forward-looking statements to reflect events or
circumstances that may arise after the date of this release. SOURCE Northwest Airlines
CONTACT: Northwest Corp. Comm., 612-726-2331; or Continental Corp. Comm., 713-324-5080/
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